1998 ford f150 vacuum hose diagram

These MN12 cars haven't been built since One of the things that goes bad over time, and not
necessarily distance is the rubber hoses on the emissions system. If the emission hoses under
the hood of your car are original, it's time to replace them now, rather than wait. If you wait, it
can lead to air leaks and cause idle or drivability problems, and most likely some diagnostic
trouble codes like a P or P Your car may not idle right. I'll go to the dealer or shop online to get
the quality of a genuine Ford part. In this case where we're simply replacing small lengths of
emission hose, it's likely not critical to get OEM parts. Well the plastic part of my setup was fine,
so I just went to the local auto parts store and bought emission hose. Note that these
instructions apply to many more Ford 4. This same process applies to Mustang, F, Crown Vic,
etc. Another thing to be aware of is that you cannot use regular vacuum hose to replace
emission hoses. You must use emissions hose or fuel line hose on those hoses. Regular
vacuum hoses just aren't strong enough to work. The auto parts store may try to sell you fuel
injection hose , that type of hose is rated to handle a lot higher PSI pressure and is not
necessary. As far as I know it will work, but again it's not necessary. I see there are silicone
hoses on the market, I have no experience with them so I can't say if they would work.
According to the factory Ford service manual, some or all? The manual mentions red and green
striped hoses but I couldn't tell if my lines had stripes or not, they were too old. For our
purposes we don't need the color stripes anyway. There should be a small sticker under the
hood or on the front radiator support area labeled Vacuum Hose Routing , refer to that on your
car to see where all your lines run. So I went to the local auto parts store for the stuff, but the
total for those parts was a bit less they sell hose by the foot even though you won't use it all
just buy what the amounts I mentioned. The process will be similar for 3. As for tools, really all
you need is a sharp utility knife or maybe scissors to cut the hoses. You want nice clean cuts,
preferably. What I'm not including below is how I determined what hose sizes I needed. I used a
digital micrometer and measured the internal diameter of the existing hoses and the outside
diameter of the things they attach to. Technically the hoses could be a very slightly different
size but all of the hoses fit OK. If you get a hose diameter that is too large you risk having a
vacuum leak. First off, to put this in perspective, this is all my old hoses laid out after I replaced
them with new pieces. As you can see, they are crumbly and no doubt had a few minor leaks in
them. When you touch the hoses, they leave black on your hands which means something is
not normal. Vacuum leaks are not good, so let's get started on replacing them. One more thing
before we start, here is a diagram with approximate locations of the hoses under the hood. The
green marks in the photo apply to cars:. It doesn't have to be exactly the same length but keep it
close to the same length to make it easier. Ideally you should use emission hose here, however
using the heater hose isn't a big deal. You definitely don't want to use heater hose on anything
that will have vacuum, as the hose will collapse. Again, this is a cheap fix so it's OK here :Here's a photo of the drivers side rotten hose:. To make things easier, I removed the air duct
going from the MAF mass airflow sensor to the throttle body, which also has a smaller duct
running back to the front of the throttle body where the IAC idle air controller is. PCV valve
emission hose. While I'm at it, shake the PCV valve when you have it out, see if it rattles.
Generally if it rattles, it's still good, if it doesn't, it's time to replace it. That's an easy DIY
maintenance task to do. Next up I replaced a length of hose that runs across the passenger side
valve cover. Again, take the old hose off, hold it up to the new hose and cut off approximately
the same length of hose. Next up I replaced the L shaped hose that comes directly out the back
of the throttle body and goes off toward the passenger side of the car. This hose was really
rotten and cracked on my car. There is a similar hose, same size L-shaped coming off the front
of the throttle body, replace that one too. I don't have a picture handy but it has the same bend
off toward the passenger side of the engine. Next I discovered a small short piece of hose down
past the air intake box. So, I removed the air box to make it easier to access, I suggest you do
the same. Basically the emission line that runs over the passenger side valve cover remember
you just replaced a section of that hose earlier , well, it leads to a plastic piece of line, then this
small rubber connector goes between that and another rigid plastic line. You can see that in the
very center of this next photo:. That's it for what I replaced "under the hood". I traced that line
that I just replaced the small connector line and noticed that it goes down underneath. I took off
the right front wheel and removed the plastic fender shield for easier access. Plus it made it a
lot easier to take pictures So, what you'll see down there is the charcoal canister which is part
of the EVAP evaporative emissions system. It has some rigid plastic lines, wiring, connectors,
etc. Here is a photo of the area with the charcoal canister in place before I did anything. The
other photo shows the U shaped piece that I removed as a unit you need to disconnect one
wiring connector, you'll see which one , and that allowed me to easily replace the small pieces
and put it all back together. Instead of one line going in, there are two, as you can see in the
following photo courtesy of TBIRD In addition to the hoses shown above, TBIRD mentioned

some other hoses in the fuel system that may need replacement. There is one hose in front of
the fuel filter you may need to loosen the fuel filter bracket and pull it down slightly to make it
easier to access , there is one hose behind the fuel filter, and one near the fuel tank. FYI the fuel
filter is located basically underneath the front passenger's feet, under the car. In front of the fuel
filter. Behind the fuel filter. Follow it some more and it goes up into a space along the fuel tank.
This is a pain to get off and on, So it takes some patience. I used the flat head to get the metal
line side off while pulling up. To install i grabbed the plastic line with needle nose's held it in
place while pushing the hose on ; then for the metal line grab the hose with needle nose and
push down while pushing metal line up. Note - only 1in or 2in space so take your time. Well that
covers the hoses that I replaced. I got all the rotted rubber hoses replaced that I could see, let
me know in the forum if I have missed anything, or if you have any feedback or comments on
this article. Thanks for pointing out a hidden hose! You have to remove the passenger side
inner fender plastic liner to access it. Mine was rotten, check it out:. NOTE: If you have a or 4.
First is a Tee in the vacuum routing system. It leaks sometimes, so here is a photo of the T, it's
kind of hidden behind the throttle body and plenum on the passenger side. It is circled in the
following photo sorry I don't know the source of this pic. A tip is to follow the plastic vacuum
line off the PCV and it will lead back to this T. Secondly, the tube that goes off from the Tee
toward the drivers side then goes into a plastic tube, and at the other end of the plastic tube is
another short rubber piece. I disconnected the other rubber piece other side off of the intake
maniold, by squeezing some needle nose pliers and working it off. It's a very tight squeeze,
have to be careful not to pinch or break fuel line. Then I pulled towards me by grabbing the
rubber hose I just pulled off. Which came out with the plastic tube that goes across and
connects to the T. Install - Where the babyblue arrow is T I disconnect it there first. After fishing
it under youll notice the rubber piece will be in view rite next to the nipple. Have somebody
slowly push on the T , Till it hits the nipple. Put a finger underneath the rubber hose lining it up
with tip of the nipple and have them push the T and it will slide on. Thats pretty much it. Easy
but a process LOL, After replacing that and the one that runs by the airbox. It fixed this bad
vibration I was getting everytime i turned the wheel when idling. Which some people suggested
to change power steering pump. But yea its gone now, Next when I find time i need to fix the
ones in the fender. From what I can see from up top and underneath they're all cracked. This is
looking at top rear of the intake manifold from the top view. The Tee is the rubber piece on the
right of the photo and the short rubber connecting hose is on the left of the photo which is the
driver side of the car. Obviously for this photo the intake is removed from the vehicle so your
view will be a bit different I suspect this also applies to other Ford models of the same vintage,
probably the Mustang and Crown Vic are the same or similar. Dylan answered 5 years ago.
There should be a sticker on the radiator support that shows the vac lines and as well as the
belt set up however if u are going to replace all the vac lines what I would do as to not knowing
the diagram is to replace one at a time just like as if u were doing a plug and wire replacement
with out the fireing order remove and replace one line at a time it will take a bit longer to do this
way but in the end u won't get any lines backwards. G A answered 5 years ago. Iceman95
answered 5 years ago. U can go pick up a Haynes shop manual at just about any auto parts
store, in the back of it it will have wire and vacuum diagrams. Wisoll76 answered about a year
ago. GuruFW28G answered 10 months ago. I need to find how to put a vaccum system together
for a ford f I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell
Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. You could be a technician that intends to look for references or fix existing problems. Or
you are a trainee, or maybe even you that just need to know concerning Ford F 4 9 Vacuum
Hoses Diagram. Whatever you are, we attempt to bring the content that matches just what you
are searching for. You might come from an online search engine, then locate this website. This
topic is a great deal of people looking online, consequently we accumulate photos from
different reliable resources and recognize in their field. The outcomes of the gathering are
uploaded on this site. Below are some of the top illustrations we get from different resources,
we wish these images will be useful to you, and with any luck extremely relevant to what you
want regarding the Ford F 4 9 Vacuum Hoses Diagram is. This image we have filteringed system
from excellent create the very best photo, yet exactly what do you think? We wish to make a
website valuable for many individuals. Vacuum Lines F 4. If the photo above is not really clear,
please click the picture you wish to increase the size of, then you will be taken to an additional

web page to present a clearer and also bigger picture, you will certainly likewise exist
information from gambvar. Below this site there is additionally a Ford F 4 9 Vacuum Hoses
Diagram photo gallery, if the photo over is inadequate for you. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy
Engine. Give me a vacuum hoses routing picture for my truck XL, 4. I greatly appreciate your
previous advice. Do you have the same problem? The only f with a 4. Check out the diagrams
Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. I'm replacing the
engine and I'ts not in my Hanes manual. Was this answer helpful? I cannot find the other end of
a vacuum-hose routing. Please help me. Do you. I found this diagram. Image Click to enlarge.
Was this answer. I installed the top intake gasket. I have one vacuum hose I can t find to
reinstall. Could you send me a diagram please? Your best bet now is to take your vehicle to
your local mechanic or find another Ford like yours and note the location of the vacuum hoses
or buy a shop manual. In the future, take a picture of your engine before starting the work to
refer to later, as you need it. I recently had to remove my carbeurator for repair and when I
replaced it I think I have crossed some vacuum lines because now the engine idles rough
especially after it warms up. How do I find out where I went wrong Was this answer. Vacuum
line ford f very short elbow on top of intake Image Click to enlarge. The one I think you are
refering to you runs to the intake and is well know for dry rotting and causing an engine rough
idle. Can you please tell me where I can find the vacuum hoses on my Ford f v6? Front of the
hood usually is wehre the vacum canister is located. The lines come off of it Was this answer.
Chances are your not going to find that for free. I noticed a black vacuum type hose bundled
with a red and green hose located to the left against the firewall. The red and green maybe blue
it's faded connected to two connection points which also have electrical connections. The black
hose is not connected to anything and I can't find anywhere it would go, doesn't seen to affect
perfornance, it has a sort of bend in the last couple of inches. I just replaced the upper vacuum
tank as it was busted. I had been looking for any other possible leaks and noticed the hose, it is
not connected to the vacuum side but goes downward on the left side of the engine. Is thre any
vacuum to it when the engine is running? With the engine running it does not pull any vacuum.
This is a plastic line, there is no swell near the end of it like the ones with rubber boots, just
curved near the end. If it is plastic, chances are it broke and the other end is hidden in a place
you can't see it. Have you tried spraying starting fluid around the area where it may have been
to see if the RPM's go up? If you do it, be careful. It could catch fire if it hits an area that is hot
enough on the engine. It doesn't appear broken and doesn't seem to have any effect on
anything. I have an excellent picture of it but I can't get it to appear here. Cleaned the intake
EGR from the vacuum head checked the vacuum hoses. The only thing that I have noticed is
that the green vacuum hose that comes off the EGR is that I can not feel a suction on the hose.
Is this normal? If yyou have access to a vacuum gauge, run a line to the green line EGR
disconnected so that you can watch the gauge when driving to see if the EGR is being applied.
This system also should have an EGR solenoid that could fail keeping it from applying vacuum
to the valve Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Vacuum Hose
Diagram Content. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Need vacuum line diagrams
for my ford f 4x4. Find great deals on ebay for vacuum hoses ford f Ford f vacuum hose
diagram. I found that a vacuum hose was off that ran the 4wd and fuel regulator. I would like to
know if you have ford f serpentine belt replacement diagram not totally sure if i have it on
correct. Brake booster vacuum hose. It is a 97 ford f 42 v6 answered by a verified ford
mechanic. At the bottom of this site there is additionally a 89 ford f vacuum hose routing
diagram photo gallery if the photo above is inadequate for you. Hey guys i am needing a
vacuum hose routing schematic for a f 4x4. Manifold vacuum connection. Skip to main content.
You could be a technician that intends to look for references or fix existing problems. Need a
vacuum hose diagram ford engine in fixya size. How to connect vacuum hose on rear intake
manifold ford f forum community of ford truck fans. I need a vacuum diagram exactly for a ford f
50l efi 4 answers i have a ford f with a 50l t
2001 pontiac sunfire starter wiring diagram
dodge a108
impala database
hat needs all the vacuum lines replaced but cant seem to find a diagram any wheres that
matches my truck. For ford f ac vacuum hose motorcraft nn see more like this. Ask your own
ford question. Seeking details concerning ford f 4 9 vacuum hoses diagram. You are right here.
Ford expedition vacuum hose repair duration. All i have ford vacuum diagrams are scarce for
some reson. It connects to the passenger side rear intake. How to replace spark plugs ford f 54l
no broken plugs. The engagement of the 4x4 had been sporadic and finally quit right when we
needed it the most in a snow stormi saw where it has a 3 hose hook up by battery box where the

little plastic lines had broken. Need a diagram of where all the hoses go on the motor. Lt1
Vacuum Diagram Schematic Diagram. Post a Comment. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan
Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer.

